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1.0 Executive Summary

Miercom was engaged by Cisco to independently validate and compare the functionality, performance and Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of its SD-WAN with Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) solution. Cisco SASE connects cloud applications with users and devices anywhere in the network. We compared Cisco’s SD-WAN with SASE solution to Palo Alto’s Prisma SD-WAN (formerly known as CloudGenix SD-WAN) with Prisma Access.

Miercom considered four areas of analysis in this review including:

- Day 0 setup simplicity
- Remote Worker
- Secure SD-WAN
- Branch and Full Stack deployment

When comparing Cisco and Palo Alto’s Prisma SD-WAN solutions, Miercom found that Cisco offered significant benefits for the modern branch network and remote worker solution. This was seen in terms of ease of deployment, architecture that is simple to operate and manage, scalability, and the latest built-in security features – making it the perfect choice for customers.

Key Findings and Observations:

- **Cisco’s SD-WAN with SASE Day 0 setup is easy to deploy and configure.** Cisco’s setup is simple, intuitive and a true zero-touch SD-WAN solution that is easier to deploy and configure than the complex, multi-touchpoint Prisma SD-WAN setup – which requires manual intervention with no automated process, lacks template-based guided workflows and is more confusing to navigate. Cisco’s SD-WAN integration with Cisco Umbrella via Cisco Smart Account licensing allows for template-based configuration workflows and automated secure tunnel deployment between SD-WAN routers and the nearest Cisco Umbrella data center. Prisma SD-WAN offers complex integration between SD-WAN and SASE components, is not automated, and requires support intervention at multiple steps during setup.

- **Cisco’s unified management is designed for the everyday customer.** Cisco proved more efficient in unified management mostly from a single platform (vManage), making it simple for even beginner engineers to manage via preloaded templates and troubleshooting features. Cisco provides multiple browser options (i.e. Google Chrome, Safari, Firefox), providing flexibility to customers for accessing the vManage dashboard. Cisco also provides a network topology with guided workflows for troubleshooting to make it easy for customers to remediate issues. Prisma SD-WAN had more steps for integration, requiring customer support, that is more complex to understand for customers setting up the network on their own. Troubleshooting was proven to be basic and ineffective. Prisma SD-WAN is browser dependent and limited to Google Chrome.
• **Cisco’s Cloud OnRamp for SaaS and IaaS offers seamless deployment with intuitive dashboard configurations.** Cisco delivers cost-effective, scalable SaaS services for cloud applications, with lower latency and loss than traditional backhaul technologies. Its automated, real-time path optimization yields the highest efficiency, security and quality. For IaaS, Cisco provides template-based configuration workflows within Cisco vManage that, once complete, integrates with AWS to automatically deploy virtual instances of Cisco SD-WAN routers within defined AWS data centers. These routers are deployed with redundancy and dynamic routing services. Cloud OnRamp for SaaS has a manual configuration process, with no templates or intuitive dashboard for viewing application performance metrics. For IaaS, the process is the same. It also requires multiple manual configurations on the AWS platform and Prisma SD-WAN controller dashboard which increases complexity.

• **Cisco’s SD-WAN solution provides granular application visibility and intuitive application dashboard.** Cisco recognizes 1400+ application signatures with granular visibility of cloud application performance. As a key differentiator, Cisco’s partnership and integration with Microsoft Office365 for enhanced telemetry, allowing customers to easily remediate sub-optimal performance. Informed routing lets customers improve end user experience. Cisco’s new URL categorization feature provides significant improvement for customers using Cloud OnRamp with Microsoft365. Conversely, Prisma SD-WAN offers only 533 applications, including cloud applications in the Prisma SD-WAN controller dashboard. It doesn’t offer an intuitive dashboard and partnership with Microsoft for enhanced telemetry showcasing advanced application performance metric analysis.

• **Cisco SD-WAN offers faster link failover leading to a more Highly Available and resilient network.** Cisco offers faster link convergence during link failure with near-zero downtime. Cisco uses a single port for controller and Internet connectivity to simplify port configuration and seamless traffic flow despite dropped control plane sessions. Prisma SD-WAN ION devices have separate ports for controller connection that adds complexity and dependency for data plane traffic.

• **Cisco offers enhanced Application Awareness.** While both Cisco and Palo Alto successfully performed failover path optimization for applications, Cisco had no interruptions. Prisma SD-WAN showed significant delays between failover path selection. Customers with high-traffic enterprises or data centers will find this delay troublesome for their business.

• **Cisco SD-WAN offers better performance with all SD-WAN features enabled.** Cisco SD-WAN performed consistently better by offering more than 50 percent higher performance in terms of on-box throughput than Prisma SD-WAN with key features like IPSec, Zone-Based Firewall, QoS and NAT.

• **Cisco SD-WAN provides robust on-box security when compared to Prisma SD-WAN.** Cisco offers advanced on-box features to enhance SD-WAN performance and security while Prisma SD-WAN only provides a basic firewall capability.
• **Cisco SD-WAN provides full stack capabilities with different feature sets.** Cisco offered full stack capabilities, including wireless. Cisco can scale wireless management for up to 50 access points. The Cisco ISR’s built-in Mobility Express feature allows routers to act as a virtual wireless controller, whereas Prisma SD-WAN lacked this feature – relying on third-party vendors for this capability. Cisco’s on-box LTE capabilities provide on-box SIM card slots; Prisma SD-WAN, again, must rely on third-party vendors. Customers have a broader range of choice and management with Cisco’s additional wireless features that reduce cost, complexity and setup. Additionally, Cisco offers Stealthwatch for visibility, threat analysis and network compliance using machine-learning detection. Prisma SD-WAN does not offer such advanced capabilities.

• **Cisco SD-WAN offers a resourceful licensing model.** Cisco’s simplified licensing structure eliminates the need for numerous add-on licenses and support contracts to activate features. Its tiered model reduces time, complexity, and cost for customers. Prisma SD-WAN’s a-la-carte approach requires the complex, costly enablement of individual add-on features. It also does not provide the option for both consumption-based and subscription licensing, like Cisco.

• **Return On Investment (ROI).** Cisco guarantees investment protection for its customers – offering consistently improved tools for migration and services (e.g., voice) to be used on existing routing/edge platforms with SD-WAN. Combined with Cisco’s extensive partner network, with focused product line expertise, Cisco delivers a more cost-effective solution than Prisma SD-WAN – which is 51 percent more expensive.

Based on our observations, Cisco’s SD-WAN Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) solution provides lower TCO, better return on investment, for both CAPEX and OPEX. Miercom verified Cisco’s outstanding, competitively superior security and performance, and we proudly award the Cisco SASE solution the Miercom Performance Verified certification.

Rob Smithers, CEO
Miercom
2.0 Product Overview

Cisco SD-WAN is a true software defined networking solution with separate layers for the orchestration, management, control and data planes.

- **Orchestration Plane** – the first point of authentication, where the vBond Orchestration creates any device introduced to the network to form an initial connection between the vSmart Controller, and vManage, to all vEdge routers.
- **Data Plane** – performs entry forwarding, where zero-touch provisioning establishes the secure fabric and implements data plane policies.
- **Control Plane** – managed by the vSmart Controllers and responsible for maintenance and control of edge device connections. It distributes policies for either edge-to-edge communication (through the Control Plane, or “brain” of the solution) or vManage (part of the Management Plane). Acting as a single pane-of-glass for Day0/Day1 operations, it supports both multi-tenant and single tenant dashboards.
2.1 Cisco ISR vs Prisma SD-WAN ION Series

Cisco ISR

Cisco Integrated Services Routers (ISRs) are highly secure and high-performance routers, offering routing and switching in one platform. These ISRs additionally feature high-availability and simplified management.

Prisma SD-WAN

Prisma SD-WAN Instant-On Network (ION) devices provide integration of the cloud and WAN links with the local branch network devices with performance and visibility.

2.2 Cisco vManage vs. Prisma SD-WAN Controller

Cisco vManage is a Graphical User Interface (GUI) where administrators and operators can configure, provision, troubleshoot and monitor activity centrally in the whole network including multiple clouds. vManage offers two dashboards: single-tenant and multi-tenant. Cisco’s vManage can be deployed on-premises, cloud hosted (Cloud Ops Service) and also Public Cloud (via AWS, Microsoft Azure).

Palo Alto Prisma SD-WAN Controller is a cloud hosted service (SaaS) that provides a secure SD-WAN solution for offices, campuses, and large enterprises.

2.3 Cisco Umbrella vs. Prisma Access

Cisco Umbrella is a cloud native security service that simplifies network security by helping organizations secure internet access and control cloud app usage across the network, branch offices, and roaming users. Umbrella unifies DNS-layer protection, secure web gateway, firewall and cloud access security broker (CASB) functionality, to easily help protect remote and roaming users, secure SD-WAN and embrace direct internet access.

Prisma Access is a cloud security platform which has two management options, Prisma Access SaaS and Panorama managed which have significant differences in their respective features and capabilities. Prisma Access offers a SASE solution as well as analytics and machine learning for threat prevention and further DNS security. Customers can store and manage logs through Cortex Data Lake which is an additional component for application traffic analysis and reporting.
## 3.0 How We Did It

Using a realistic network environment, we tested the capabilities of Cisco ISR 1100 and Prisma SD-WAN ION 2000 and 3000, the intuitiveness of the GUI for Cisco vManage and Prisma SD-WAN cloud controller, and the aptitude and feature difference between Cisco Umbrella and Prima Access. We used Prisma Access for remote networks with Panorama VM for management to make sure Prisma Access is enabled with all the features.

### Test Tools

The following tools are a representative list of software tools and exploits we used to carry out our analysis.

**Spirent Test Center (version 4.91)**

Offers end-to-end performance testing for network verification and QoE measurement. Controlled parameter customization allows for customizable testing with real-time feedback. Customers are able to troubleshoot issues and view device behavior in specific conditions.
**4.0 Day 0 SD-WAN with SASE Comparison**

**4.1 Required Touch Points and Setup Complexity**

**4.1.1 Cisco (SD-WAN with SASE)**

The Cisco vManage acts as the single management plane for Day 0/Day 1 operations. All provisioning, configuration, monitoring, troubleshooting, is managed through the vManage.

Cisco vManage provides customizable templates for customers to quickly set up Day 0 configurations. Templates simplify the process of configuring automatically and include both security and policies.

Cisco Day 0 Setup is network planning, first deploying and tuning of SD-WAN controllers. The authorized list of serial numbers was received when the devices were ordered. This list was uploaded with the controllers, and once added, the edge devices were added to the network.

This setup was simpler than Prisma SD-WAN for the following reasons:

- Simplified configuration from vManage to Umbrella
- Automated user account registration between vManage and Umbrella
- Automated tunnel provisioning between remote sites and nearest Umbrella data centers
- No extra equipment or settings needed
- Cisco Zero Touch Provisioning feature offers ease of organization and management
- Simple and intuitive Day 0 configuration
- Faster to deploy, with least number of touchpoints

Cisco had an automated account registration between SD-WAN and Umbrella dashboards, via Cisco Smart Account licensing. Once registered for both services, Cisco SD-WAN provides intuitive template-based configuration workflows.

Integrations between Cisco SD-WAN and Cisco Umbrella automate secure tunnel deployment between SD-WAN routers and the nearest Cisco Umbrella data center.

Customers have the option of selecting configuration templates provided in Cisco vManage, creating their own configurations, or uploading a template. This simplifies the process of configuring automatically. These templates include security, policy, and routing rules.
Customers have the option of viewing the status of the IPSEC tunnels from both Umbrella and vManage dashboard.

4.1.2 Palo Alto (Prisma SD-WAN with SASE)

Palo Alto was not truly zero touch. Prisma SD-WAN with SASE Day 0 is complex to setup with multiple touchpoints. It required several steps where customer support services were necessary. Additionally, manual claiming of devices, datacenter identification, and software upgrades were required.
Above is an example of necessary components for setting up the Prisma SD-WAN with SASE solution. Prisma SD-WAN needed Panorama VM and Docker to integrate the following APIs: CloudBlades, Prisma Access and Panorama.

The Prisma SD-WAN Cloud Controller was used to access the Prisma SD-WAN ION 2000/3000 for software upgrades, claiming of devices, and cloud configuration.

Additionally, Prisma SD-WAN support required claiming the ION edge devices. Deploying, claiming and configuring the WAN and ION devices was necessary for completion of the SD-WAN solution. Customers must then purchase the Prisma SD-WAN License and connect the ION devices to the Internet via Internet and controller ports.

The Prisma SD-WAN dashboard displayed the devices under the unclaimed device section. After purchasing the licenses, the serial numbers were uploaded and visible via Customer Support. Upgrading firmware, to the current version 5.4.3 used at the time of testing, was not automatic and required upgrades for each individual device.
After upgrading, you must manually claim the device. This requires cloud connection. And once claimed, you will view unclaimed devices under claimed devices section.

Customers must assign the ION devices to specific sites, which are created manually. There are no templates for automatic site creation. Customers can choose categories (e.g., address, type, domain, policy, circuit).
Customers configure Internet ports individually, with port names and circuit labels; predefined labels are available. Additionally, the customer must configure DHCP or static IPs, external NAT and ports to manually establish a secure overlay connection.

The Secure Fabric overlay was established between devices in 7 steps.

The Prisma SD-WAN dashboard provided CloudBlades for API integration with Prisma Access SASE solution through the docker container. Support Intervention requirement was observed during this step to enable CloudBlades on the Prisma SD-WAN controller dashboard which was time consuming. Besides the support intervention, there were additional touchpoints like the following to complete the integration process:

- On-Prem Docker Container for key management and integration,
- Activate Prisma Access and Cortex Data lake on the Palo Alto Hub and generate the One-time-password to use in the Panorama GUI to activate cloud services
- Install Cloud plugin by Logging into the Panorama GUI. Retrieve the Prisma Access Licenses from license server. Verify the OTP and activate cloud services on Panorama GUI
Palo Alto needs multiple touchpoints to integrate Prisma SD-WAN with Prisma Access SASE solution.

Prisma SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for SaaS configuration was a manual process that did not offer template-based configurations, had less intuitive dashboard for viewing performance metrics of different SaaS applications and involved manual intervention. Therefore, we find this solution does not truly offer zero-touch provisioning. Similarly, Prisma SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for IaaS configuration requires manual process unlike Cisco’s intuitive and template based automated approach with guided workflows.

**Test Case Summary**

Unlike Prisma SD-WAN, Cisco offers a less complex, truly zero-touch SD-WAN solution through its vManage platform. Its short learning curve, template gallery and intuitive process is smoother and more efficient than Prisma SD-WAN. The Prisma SD-WAN procedure is more time-consuming, involves multiple touchpoints, requires customer support intervention, lacks templates, and is more confusing to navigate its interface.
Comparison table showcasing twice the number of touchpoints required by Palo Alto to integrate Prisma SD-WAN with Prisma Access SASE solution when compared to Cisco’s solution.
4.2 Controllers & Edge Device Administration - Deployment Flexibility

4.2.1 Cisco

For Day 0 Controller deployment, Cisco provides the three options below.

Cloud Ops Deployment

Cisco utilized the Cloud Ops deployment – a completely cloud-hosted solution where every component of the control plane is deployed transparently by Cisco and with Cisco management for controller access.

Customers are not required to manually configure the control plane and adding these devices – a true zero-touch deployment. Cisco takes care of everything in the cloud. Management is then given to customers. This process can also be done through the managed service providers, public or private, or on premise. And enterprise customers can do it manually on their own by either deploying the physical device on premise or cloud via AWS or Azure.

Subscription-based Virtual Controllers

Cisco’s subscription-based portfolio of vManage, vBond, and vSmart controllers were deployed on Azure or AWS cloud platforms and the administrative access was given. By default, Cisco provided a single vManage, vBond, and vSmart controller in the primary region and gave a backup of the vBond Orchestrator and vSmart Controller in the secondary region to ensure redundancy. This process was managed by a single portal called the “Plug-and-Play Portal”.

(As opposed to Prisma SD-WAN that needs manager navigation, requires multiple devices and touchpoints, no support for enabling is need in case of Cisco).

Using Cisco’s Smart Account, customers can purchase the Plug-and-Play (PnP) service that integrates with the Zero Touch Provisioning (ZTP) Server – a true zero-touch experience with added devices. After defining the vBond controller in the PnP service, obtaining the license and viewing of devices capable of associating with the controller comes next. Once vBond was selected, we were able to add devices, use the PnP service to push configurations, and successfully redirect ISRs to vManage. We then had the option to automatically sync with devices available in the PnP service account.

On-Prem Controller deployment

The last option is deployment of on-prem controllers with ESXi VM options.

Manual WAN Edge List

For WAN Edge devices, Cisco gives an option to manually upload the WAN edge device list.
vManage offers two options for customers, to automatically sync with what devices are in the Plug-and-Play account, or to manually upload the WAN edge list.

### 4.2.2 Palo Alto

Palo Alto Prisma SD-WAN only provides Cloud based SaaS option to customers. Palo Alto required support intervention to activate the device licenses and claim the edge routers on the dashboard. The Prisma SD-WAN Controller was used to access the Prisma SD-WAN ION 2000/3000 to perform software upgrades, claim, and configure on the cloud.

Palo Alto shows site status. Devices can be deployed in either of two modes: analytics mode or controller mode. The analytics mode inspects the application traffic passing through the device. The control mode inspects the application traffic and applies the policy, end-to-end, for complete management of traffic.
To bring ION devices online and form the secure fabric connection, customers need to navigate to the devices individually and claim, then assign each to a site with a policy. Once the devices are claimed, we navigated the interface to set the configuration.

Customers must manually set the device configuration. After claiming and assigning to a site, designating ports and port types, circuit levels, and scope depending on the customer needs. These steps can be found on the “Prisma SD-WAN Getting Started Guide”.

Test Case Summary

Cisco Day 0 deployment offers 3 options: Cloud Ops, a cloud-hosted solution for controller access; zero-touch provisioning via a subscription-based portfolio of vManage, vBond and vSmart controller on Azure or AWS with administrative access and On-Prem controller deployment. Cisco offers manual upload of the WAN edge device list. Prisma SD-WAN offers the option of cloud-based SaaS controller and has only one approach for upload of WAN edge devices – manual and individual activation of ION devices for upgrades, claims and configurations – which requires customer support intervention to accomplish.
4.3 Browser Support

4.3.1 Cisco

Cisco vManage had no browser dependency and supported multiple browsers (e.g. Chrome, Safari, Firefox).

[Image of Cisco vManage dashboard]

Cisco vManage is not limited to a type of browser, unlike Palo Alto which only works on Google Chrome, as demonstrated above.

4.3.2 Palo Alto

Prisma SD-WAN showed support through Google Browser only. This may pose a security risk.

[Image of Prisma SD-WAN login page]

We observed Prisma SD-WAN’s browser dependency
4.4 Troubleshooting

4.4.1 Cisco

Cisco offers dedicated troubleshooting section in vManage dashboard with guided workflows which makes it easy for customers to identify, troubleshoot and rectify a problem in their network.

To ease customer setup, Cisco vManage provides a visual step-by-step visual topology map for Day 0 configuration under the “Device Bringup” pane. Any issues or errors are displayed for easy identification.

“Device Bringup” is available for customers to view troubleshooting features and steps for getting the device ready. Clicking on the issue area brings up the following error and issue.
4.4.2 Palo Alto

The Prisma SD-WAN dashboard offers basic troubleshooting not providing much in terms of notification and alerts. While providing support tickets, Prisma SD-WAN does not have immediate troubleshooting solutions for the client.

The Prisma SD-WAN Dashboard contained basic troubleshooting with alarms and alerts that provided reasonings for failure. Although this Dashboard provided support ticket generation, there were no troubleshooting steps available. Contacting and waiting for support was time consuming and frustrating.

![Prisma SD-WAN troubleshooting capabilities are too simple, with no visible solutions for networking issues.](image)

Test Case Summary

The Cisco solution proved more efficient, containing all customer management needs in one platform. Customer support was not needed for setup, demonstrating true zero-touch provisioning. Customers who wish to self-manage, and beginner engineers may find Cisco to be easier to manage because of preloaded templates and helpful troubleshooting features that are provided. Cisco additionally has little to no browser dependency which acts as an extra security measure for customers.
Palo Alto required more touchpoints, manual intervention, and more time to be able to create a successful network. There were more steps involved with Palo Alto integration and some required customer support for device activation to proceed. Navigating through the WebUI and configuring devices with Prisma SD-WAN was more time consuming and complex any may prove to be more difficult for beginner engineers or customers that wish to manage the network on their own. Troubleshooting was shown to be basic and unsupportive. Prisma SD-WAN was limited to Google Chrome - a possible security concern.
5.0 Application Visibility SD-WAN Comparison

5.1 Number of Applications

5.1.1 Cisco

Cisco recognizes over 1400 application signatures, including cloud applications with granular visibility into each application and its performance.

Cisco uses deep packet inspection to classify more than 1400 applications including cloud applications. Using Quality of Service capabilities, Cisco can reprioritize applications using statistics such as traffic and business relevance in real-time. This allows for optimal bandwidth utilization.

Cisco’s partnership with Microsoft offers integration with Office365 for enhanced telemetry – a key Cisco SD-WAN differentiator. Cisco SD-WAN and Office365 integration allows customers to easily remediate sub-optimal application performance. With informed network routing, customers can improve their end user experience via monitoring and automatic intervention whenever performance is deficient relative to Office 365’s specific expectations for applications (e.g. Microsoft SharePoint, Outlook, Teams).

Cisco’s new URL Categorization feature provides significant improvement in this area for those who use Cloud OnRamp with Microsoft Office365.

5.1.2 Palo Alto

Prisma SD-WAN offers only 533 applications, including the cloud applications in the Prisma SD-WAN controller dashboard. It does not offer an intuitive application dashboard and is missing key elements, like top application dashboard.

Unlike Cisco, it does not have a partnership and therefore enhanced Office365 telemetry for intuitive application performance metrics.
Prisma SD-WAN displaying support for 533 applications, including cloud applications.

Test Case Summary

Cisco offers almost 1000 more application signatures than Palo Alto, as well as a more intuitive dashboard and granular application visibility. Cisco’s partnership with Microsoft Office365 for enhanced telemetry to remediate sub-optimal application performance that Palo Alto cannot provide.
5.3 Easy Application UI

5.3.1 Cisco

Cisco vManage offered multiple features, including top applications used, and displayed them using an easy-to-read chart with details.

![Cisco Application List](image)

Cisco vManage dashboard provides detailed view of application traffic, including bandwidth usage, application family, traffic type, duration etc.

5.3.2 Palo Alto

Prisma SD-WAN identified applications, however it required us to go to the Flow section to view this path or the applications being utilized.

The Prisma SD-WAN Application Dashboard showed the entire flow, successful count, application health, and response time. Applications had to be individually selected to view their statistics. This limitation did not allow for viewing of all or selected applications for comparison.
One application must be selected in order to view individual statistics rather than having the option for comparison.

To retain and access up to 90 days of statistics, customers need to obtain an additional Network DVR license, per device.

**Test Case Summary**

Cisco and Palo Alto had similar ways of identifying applications. But Palo Alto lacked the ability to view and compare statistics for all or selected applications, requiring individual selections to view. The application UI limitations of Prisma SD-WAN may pose a minor nuisance for customers; however, this may be a preference.
6.0 High Availability and Best Path Optimization

6.1 High Availability

6.1.1 Cisco

Cisco demonstrated through two different use cases that they can operate seamlessly without any disruption, even if the control connection goes down. When Cisco devices formed a tunnel, they were not dependent on the control plane connections in order to pass traffic. Cisco demonstrated this by displaying traffic continuously flowing even with a control link shut down.

We observed that Cisco was able to maintain the IPSec tunnel and traffic flow between Site-1 and Site-2 without any interruptions. We viewed the control connection status on the dashboard along with other components of the control plane.

There were 2 Use cases demonstrated:

1. Use Case-1: Internet link from Site-2 toward control plane was shut down, disconnecting it from controllers.
2. Use Case-2: Internet link toward control plane was shut down, disconnecting both the sites from the controllers.

During the live demonstration, we observed no disruption or packet loss during Use Case 1 and Use Case 2.
USE CASE 1

In Use Case 1, we generated traffic through LAN 20 located on Site 2 going through vEdge1, going through either transport paths to Site 1 to LAN 10. The control connection link going from Transport 1 was shut down, and we observed all control connections down. Traffic flow continued without any loss.

Test Case 1 showed no traffic interruption.
Use Case 2 had a similar topology with an INET connection and a MPLS connection. INET was connected to the controller, but the MPLS was not. The IPSec tunnel between Site 1 and Site 2 was successfully formed. Traffic was generated from Site 2 toward Site 1 and the INET link to the control plane was brought down. Similar to Use Case 1, we observed that even though the control connections went down for both the sites, there was no interruption in data plane traffic flow.

Test Case 2 showed no traffic interruption.
Cisco additionally demonstrated application path optimization. We created application routing policies to map specific application to specific transport types, Internet links for example. Some of our applications were directed to use MPLS if there was any latency or jitter exceeding what was defined; the traffic was expected to automatically shift to the backup link.

When we increased the latency on specific transports, we observed no interruption in traffic and no manual intervention was required to failover the application traffic toward secondary WAN link defined in the SLA policy.
6.1.2 Palo Alto

Prisma SD-WAN ION devices had specific ports for Controller communication and Internet/WAN for data traffic. If the Controller port is taken down, the controller traffic is managed by the Internet/WAN port.

Through a video demonstration, we observed Prisma SD-WAN perform path optimization using the following topology.

In the topology scenario, the ION 2000 and ION 3000, are connected to both ISP 1, ISP 2, and the Prisma SD-WAN controller. The links to the controller were taken down during this use case as marked by the “x” on the top left. Once the controller connection is down, controller connection is made through the ISP ports. Once the ISP 1 port is taken down, the traffic flow is not seamless. We can see significant ping drops for approximately 10 seconds before the traffic switches to ISP 2.

Following the disruption of the controller links, we observed an approximate 10 second disruption in traffic during the failover testing. This means that during path optimization and failover, clients would experience a brief disruption in work. This is problematic for high traffic enterprises such as those in the financial district. Also, if the ISP ports are taken down for disconnecting the controller communication, as it is a Cloud based SaaS offering, the dependency is more on the cloud controller. Hence the ION devices will also go offline disrupting the whole network.

The video demonstrated the Prisma SD-WAN high availability capabilities during traffic disruption.
Test Case Summary

We observed Cisco providing data plane resiliency even during control plane down events, without any interruption in data traffic forwarding, as opposed to Prisma SD-WAN which demonstrated an approximate 10 second delay. For mission critical applications, this may pose a problem. It is important to note that the Prisma SD-WAN dashboard did not display to the customer that the controller port is down. Customers must navigate into the device via Map > Sites > Device > Interface Config > Interface Status. Cisco displays this clearly on the vManage Dashboard.
6.2 Setup Complexity

6.2.1 Cisco

Cisco edge devices can establish control plane sessions over any available transport interface. In cases where control plane sessions were lost for any reason, data traffic continued to flow seamlessly without any issues and no manual intervention required to keep the traffic flowing. Cisco SD-WAN solution do not require any separate and dedicated physical interface just for control plane sessions for enabling Data Plane connection.

6.2.2 Palo Alto

Palo Alto Prisma SD-WAN ION devices have a dedicated physical port just for control plane connectivity. This extra port is necessary for the Prisma SD-WAN ION boxes to connect to the controller. When the controller port went down, the controller traffic automatically switched to port 1 with Internet connection. This controller connection port required an additional public IP increasing complexity and dependency on the controller connection during the device bring up process.

Test Case Summary

Cisco edge devices can use any transport Interface for communication with the vSmart controllers. By default each Cisco edge device will establish two control sessions to each vSmart. Palo Alto by default utilizes a dedicated physical port for control plane communication and required an additional IP address and configurations for a secondary control session to be established over other transport interfaces. This adds complexity and cost.
6.3 Application Awareness

6.3.1 Cisco

Any applications with defined SLAs were pinned to a specific link. We were directing these applications to use only MPLS, and if there was any latency or jitter exceeding what we defined, the traffic automatically shifted or seamlessly failed over to the backup link.

No manual intervention was required. This was easily viewed, and no delay was noticed during testing.

![Diagram showing traffic pathways for Cisco SD-WAN]

We observed the original traffic pathway (left), where traffic took the MPLS pathway. The application failover path was viewed after introducing latency which exceeded what was defined. We observed traffic now flowing through the Internet link (right).

6.3.2 Palo Alto

Above is the topology used to demonstrate application awareness. Prisma SD-WAN controller was connected through the controller port to the ION 2000. ISP 1 and ISP 2 were both connected to the Prisma SD-WAN device WAN ports. Both ISPs have a direct internet access path that was defined. ISP2 is the link where latency was introduced. YouTube (HD 1080p quality) and Webex were the used applications.
Miercom observed that for any latency produced, the application would choose the path with better performance. Although this process successfully occurred, there was a significant 3-minute delay between failover path optimizations.

Palo Alto showed successful application path optimization. Viewing the timestamps show there was a 3-minute delay during the switch to path optimization.

Test Case Summary

While both Cisco and Palo Alto successfully performed failover path optimization for applications, Cisco had no interruptions. Prisma SD-WAN showed significant delays between failover path selection, wherein customers with high-traffic enterprises or data centers will find this delay troublesome for their business.
6.4 Application Metrics Visibility

6.4.1 Cisco

Cisco showed the quality of experience metric. Link quality showed all parameters: packet loss, latency, jitter within the vManage Dashboard. We viewed the overall statistics of applications.

![Cisco vManage Dashboard](image)

By navigating to Network > Real Time > App Route Statistics (via Device Options), users are able to view overall statistics to applications including Loss and Latency.

6.4.2 Palo Alto

Users were unable to view link quality metrics in detail in the Prisma SD-WAN dashboard. We observed direct Internet connection to Prisma SD-WAN, which failed to showcase Link Quality metrics of latency, jitter, and packet loss. For application path optimization and link quality metrics, we only saw parameters via Internet VPN and were unable to see metrics such as jitter and packet loss.

There was no overall application display; users must specifically choose the application to see basic application health or response time. This was a similar process for viewing packet flow statistics.
We observed parameters by navigating to Activity > Link Quality. Although connected to the Direct Internet, the option to view the parameter was greyed out as shown in the bottom left.

Prisma SD-WAN failed to provide real-time reporting. Although flows were viewed to demonstrate traffic flow, Prisma SD-WAN did not show any metrics for this application, even when selected. Activity parameters were still not displayed after one day of wait time.

Real traffic flows were displayed and showed that traffic was successfully generated.
Prisma SD-WAN Application Flow details can only be viewed by clicking each packet individually.

No live metrics were shown after application selection.
Prisma SD-WAN media parameters did not appear after 24 hours of wait time.

It is important to note that this testing only utilized Cisco WebEx media. Although this application was part of the Prisma SD-WAN Media application collection, no other media applications such as Zoom, AdobeConnect, or FaceTime were tested.

Test Case Summary

Cisco vManage had more efficient viewing parameters than Prisma SD-WAN. vManage provided parameters for all flows, in one screen – making it easier for users to observe and compare, rather than view individually. Prisma SD-WAN displays link quality parameters under specific requirements. However, Prisma SD-WAN requires users to individually navigate through each packet for application statistics.
7.0 Performance and Feature SD-WAN Comparison

7.1 Performance

Features taken into consideration for performance evaluation include IPSec, Zone Based Firewall (ZBFW), Quality of Service (QoS), Network Address Translation (NAT). The tests were done on Cisco ISR 1000 Series routers and Prisma SD-WAN ION devices by enabling/disabling the above-mentioned features for each test case.

7.1.1 Cisco

A live demonstration for performance testing was provided using Spirent Test Center. The most updated device specifications for both Cisco and Palo Alto were provided for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business need</th>
<th>Features/description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>• ISR 1000 can provide encrypted traffic performance greater than 350 Mbps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A distributed multicore architecture with the dedicated control plane and service plane.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Remote installation of application-aware services that run identically to their counterparts in dedicated appliances (Future roadmap).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cisco 1000 Series ISR hardware model specifications were taken from the 2019 Cisco 1000 Series Integrated Services Routers Data Sheet.

7.1.2 Palo Alto

A live demonstration for performance testing was provided using Spirent Test Center.

The topology above was used for performance testing of the Prisma SD-WAN solution.
The Prisma SD-WAN ION 2000 and ION 3000 hardware model specifications were taken from the 2021 Prisma SD-WAN Instant-On Network (ION) Device Specifications.

### Test Case Summary

Cisco SD-WAN performed consistently better than Prisma SD-WAN- offering more than 50 percent higher average on-box throughput performance for key features.

![Graph showing throughput comparison of Cisco and Prisma SD-WAN with IPSec VPN enabled](image)

Throughput comparison of Cisco and Prisma, with IPSec VPN enabled, showed Cisco performed nearly three times better than Prisma SD-WAN.
Throughput comparison of Cisco and Prisma, with IPSec VPN and QOS features enabled, showed Cisco performed nearly three times better than Prisma SD-WAN.

Throughput comparison of Cisco and Prisma, with IPSec VPN, QOS and NAT features enabled, showed Cisco performed nearly two times better than Prisma SD-WAN.
Throughput comparison of Cisco and Prisma, with IPSec VPN, QoS, NAT and ZBFW features enabled, showed Cisco performed nearly seven times better than Prisma SD-WAN.
7.2 On-Box Security

7.2.1 Cisco
Cisco offered advanced on-box SD-WAN security capabilities (e.g. ZBFW, Advanced Malware Protection – also known as AMP, URL Filtering, IPS etc.). Cisco SD-WAN also offered other on-box features like Full routing capabilities (e.g. BGP, OSPF), Multicast support, Application and SLA based policy, Full Mesh/ Partial Mesh, and more.

Cisco vManage depicted different security options provided for users. Apart from the ZBFW, multiple advance options were offered.

7.2.2 Palo Alto
Prisma SD-WAN offered a basic ZBFW with primitive allow/ deny rules defined for different security zones. Advanced capabilities were not offered.

The Summary of On-Box security with Prisma SD-WAN depicted different customizable firewall features.

Test Case Summary

Cisco offers advanced on-box features to enhance SD-WAN performance and security while Prisma SD-WAN only provides a basic firewall capability.
7.3 Full Stack Features

7.3.1 Cisco

Cisco SD-WAN offered features, like a built-in Wi-Fi capability, with a management scale of up to 50 access points. Cisco’s ISR routers had the built-in Mobility Express functionality where the ISR can act as a virtual wireless controller providing Wi-Fi capabilities to customers. Cisco ISR Routers also provided on-box LTE capabilities, with on-box SIM card slots, and offered Stealthwatch – giving visibility, threat identification and network compliance using machine-learning detection. Also, Cisco SD-WAN supports native unified communications integration which includes support for FXO/FXS, T1/E1 Voice PRI, DSPFarm Services for SD-WAN voice, Fax/Modem Support etc.

7.3.2 Palo Alto

Palo Alto did not offer a wireless solution. Prisma SD-WAN relies on third-party vendors to provide wireless and LTE capabilities to customers – adding more cost, complexity, and touchpoints. Also, Prisma SD-WAN fails to offer native unified communications integration unlike Cisco and has dependency on third party services.

Test Case Summary

Cisco offered full stack capabilities, including wireless. Prisma SD-WAN lacked this feature. Customers have a broader range of choice and management with Cisco’s additional wireless feature.
7.4 Cost

7.4.1 Cisco

The Cisco SD-WAN with SASE solution offers a simplified licensing structure where the customer does not need to worry about numerous add-on licenses and support contracts to activate features. Its tiered model was easy to activate, consume and renew – reducing cost and complexity for customers.

Cisco offers both consumption-based and subscription-based licensing options.

From a Return On Investment (ROI) perspective, Cisco focuses on existing customer investments to guarantee investment protection. For example, the existing Cisco ISR 1000 and ISR 4000 Series routers can be converted/migrated from IOS-XE to SD-WAN IOS-XE, with zero capital outlay – taking advantage of the simplified licensing model. Other examples are the free and available SD-WAN Conversion Tool (convert2sdwan.cisco.com) and SASTRE (CX tool available for purchase) that make migration easier for partners and customers. Cisco continues to develop and improve tools for simpler migration.

Cisco is the only SD-WAN provider to offer voice services. Existing ISR 1000 and ISR 4000 Series customers can use their existing routers/edge platforms that are being used for voice and migrate to SD-WAN to use those same platforms for voice services. The Cisco “brownfield” migration program incentivizes customers to migrate to SD-WAN.

Customers can benefit from Cisco’s extensive partner network for expert assistance with migration in any area they may need. This includes training, architecture, deployment, support, and managed services to meet business needs.

7.4.2 Palo Alto

Prisma SD-WAN has an a-la-carte approach to enabling add-on features which quickly increases cost and complexity. Prisma SD-WAN does not support both consumption-based and subscription-based licensing options.

**Test Case Summary**

Cisco offers a more cost-effective solution than Prisma SD-WAN, which is 51 percent more expensive. Its simplified licensing options yield lower TCO, greater ROI and consistently developed tools for easier migration to SD-WAN with existing Cisco products. Prisma SD-WAN has a more costly a-la-carte model for adding features.
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